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Scholarships on C&G Accounts

• Typically for undergraduate students

• Federal Awards (including fed-pass-thru)
  – Only on education/training grants which specifically allow scholarships
  – Standard research awards don’t allow for scholarships
  – OMB Circular A-21, section J.45

• Non-Federal Awards
  – Typically allowable. Specific agencies or programs may have restrictions
Fellowships on C&G Accounts

• Typically for graduate students and post-docs
• Federal Awards (including fed-pass-thru)
  – Only on education/training grants which specifically allow fellowships
  – Standard research awards don’t allow for fellowships
  – OMB Circular A-21, section J.45
• Non-Federal Awards
  – Typically allowable. Specific agencies or programs may have restrictions
Graduate Assistants

• Typically pre-doc graduates with a GA/RA/TA appointment
• allowable on Federal and non-Federal research projects
• Fee remissions are typically allowable (some agency restrictions on amounts), following standard university guidelines
  – OMB Circular A-21, section J.45
• Project-related travel of GAs is allowable
Graduate Assistants

• Typical issues that arise:
  – Charging RA costs across multiple accounts
    • RA Stipend on account 1
    • Fee remissions on account 2
    • Travel on account 3
    • Accounts may/may not be C&G accounts

• Issues with Fees on one account and appointment on another account
Graduate Assistants

• Typical issues that arise:
  – Summer fees
  – Health insurance costs
Stipends on C&G Accounts

• Stipends on C&G Accounts when the student is enrolled
Stipends on C&G Accounts

• Stipends on C&G Accounts when the student is NOT enrolled